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1. INTRODUCTION
As it is stated in project BIOEUPARKS annex the project partners want to develop a
methodology to design and manage a biomass supply chain in 5 Nature Parks all over
Europe. With that we want to show that it is possible to implement local renewable energy
sources in supply chains even in protected areas. In Slovenia we have decided that the main
action is going to run in Kozjansko Regional Park. In this document we are presenting our
“Pilot Localized Supply Chain Plan” for Kozje Regional Park. Our main objective is to match
the supply and the demand side. On the demand side we have a new wood biomass district
heating system Kozje, on the other side potentials for wood biomass exist in forests inside of
park borders. What we are missing is an organized wood biomass market, organised private
forest owners and service providers. With better organisation of all parts of the biomass
supply chain (BSC) the demand of DHP Kozje can match the potentials of local wood
biomass supply. The Slovenian Forestry Institute and Kozjansko Regional Park will work on
this issue and will try to overcome the mentioned barriers for local development.
This “Pilot Localized Supply Chain Plan” presents an overview on BSC Kozje situation and
an overview over wood biomass resources and available technologies.
KRP holds IUCN V protection categories. Primary objective of V category is to protect and
sustain important landscapes/seascapes and the associated nature conservation and other
values created by interactions with humans through traditional management practices.
Forest management is organizing according to forest management plans which recompleted
environmental, social and economical function of forests. This level of protection doesn’t
influent a lot on forest management practice. As for parks also for other forests in Slovenia
all forest operations has to follow forest management plans approved from ministry
responsible for forestry. Forest management plan are written according to Slovenian
National Forestry Program (NFP). NFP is a strategic document that strives to sustainable
forest management, nature and biodiversity conservation.

1.1 Kozjansko Regional Park – basic information
Kozjansko Regional Park is located in the eastern part of Slovenia and it covers 203 km2. The
area is marked by the transition from sub-Alpine forest covered hills to the Sotla’s plain.
There are tertiary hills with vineyards between the plains of the Sotla valley and the eastern
part of the Posavje hills. According to the Law on Natural Protection, a regional park is an
extensive area of typical ecosystems and landscape where a large part of the original nature
has been preserved. Here, the human impact is significant but still in balance with nature
(Kozjansko Regional Park , 2013).
Kozjansko Park was established in 1981 as Trebče Memorial Park (Law on Trebče Memorial
Park, The Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia No.1/81). The area included the central
and the eastern part of the Kozjansko region (along the Sotla river) and Bizeljsko hills on the
southern part of Orlica. The area gradually became known as Kozjansko Park for
professional, systematical and promotional reasons. In 1999, the official name Kozjansko
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Park was given to the area with the Law on Natural Protection (The Official Gazette No.
56/99) (Kozjansko regijski park, 2013)).

Figure 1

Location of the Kozjansko Regional Park

Kozjansko Park is located on the area of 5 municipalities and 17 settlement communities
(Kozjanski regijski park, 2013). The municipalities within the Park are:
 Bistrica ob Sotli (100 % of its area within the park)


Brežice (21 % of its area within the park)



Kozje (89 % of its area within the park)



Krško (2 % of its area within the park)



Podčetrtek (51 % of its area within the park)

1.2 Inhabitants and settlements
There are 66 settlements with 8.031 inhabitants in Kozjansko Regional Park (Fig. 2).
Population density is 40 inhabitants/km2. Nearly ¾ represent settlements with 101-200 and
51-100 inhabitants, 10 % settlements with 0-50 or 201-500 inhabitants and only 2 settlements
have more than 500 inhabitants. The largest settlements are Bizeljsko with 690 and Kozje
with 655 inhabitants. The smallest settlement is Ortnice, with 29 inhabitants (Statistical office
of the RS, 2013). Population density in Kozjansko Regional Park is relatively dispersed
(Fig.3).
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Figure 2

Number of settlements by number of inhabitants in Kozjansko Regional Park

Figure 3

Settlements in Kozjansko Regional Park by number of inhabitants
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2. Biomass supply chain Kozje
In the last years the Slovenian forestry institute was partner in several national and
international projects with an aim to promote woody biomass and to support the supply and
demand side of BSC. The municipality Kozje and this region were included in some of the
IEE project activities in the past (WoodheatSolutions, Agriforenergy2). With these projects
we have supported and motivated the municipality, forest owners and potential investors to
invest in woody biomass district heating systems in Kozje. Applying for BIOEUPARKS
project helps us to continue with these activities (DHS) now also with KRP who is an
important and active partner in the KRP area. In the first half of the year 2013 KRP and SFI
realised different activities to support the BSC in Kozje. This is also a time when the investor
in DHS realised his investment.
An undeveloped supply side is now presenting the main barrier in developing local wood
chips supply for the new DHS. The project partners would like to connect local woody
biomass resources, forestry companies, forest owners and wood chips service providers with
the new DHS.
The biomass supply chain Kozje is designed according to the BIOEUPARKS biomass supply
chain methodology. According to the following steps in the next chapters we are presenting
the current status of BSC Kozje. Our further activities will be dedicated to the promotion of
the presented BSC among all interested groups.
Biomass Supply Chain

Feedstock
Harvest
Transport
Storage
Conversion
Energy production
End-consumer
Figure 4

Biomass Supply Chain steps
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2.1 Feedstock
Presented data about feedstock are coming from different sources. Important source is forest
informatics system that is in the hand of Slovenian Forest Service, second data set is coming
from our Ministry for Agriculture and Environment (land use). As there are no specific data
available for wood biomass we have included also local foresters’ expert opinion about
availability of wood biomass.

2.1.1

Land use

The main land use in Kozjansko Regional Park is forest, which covers nearly ½ of the total
area (9.553 ha). More than ¼ of the area represents grasslands, 10 % croplands, 7 % other
agricultural land, 4 % settlements and 5 % other land use categories (Fig.5). Forests are
located especially in the hills; croplands on the other hand in the plains of the Sotla valley,
where the most favourable conditions for agriculture lie(Fig. 6).
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Figure 5

Share of land use categories in Kozjansko Regional Park
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Figure 6
2.1.2

Land use in Kozjansko Regional Park
Forest ownership

The forest ownership structure is important as forest owners present an important factor in
BSC. In the area of KRP there are more than 8.000 forest owners with an average holding 1,5
hectares.
Table 1

Forest ownership in Kozjansko Regional Park

Forest holding size
1 – 5 ha
5 – 10 ha
>10 ha

Share of owners
95 %
4%
1%

Share of forest area
60 %
20 %
20 %

Looking at the forest owners structure we can find out that it will be hard to achieve
sustainable supply of woody biomass without involving forest owners.
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Figure 7

2.1.3

Forest ownership in Kozjansko Regional Park

Forest functions

The majority of forests in KRP is considered as forest with a production function on the first
level (Table 2, Fig. 10). It provides a wide range of products where wood production is
predominant. On steep terrains forest also plays an important role in protecting roads and
settlements from landslides, rock falls and other natural hazards related to steep slopes (Fig.
8). Rich cultural and natural heritage and also the thermal spa Olimia make Kozjansko park
an attractive tourist destination. Protection of natural heritage along with tourist and
recreational functions are three prevailing social functions of forest in this area (Fig. 9).
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Table 2

Forest functions in Kozjansko Regional Park
Share of forest area (%)

Forest functions

1. level

2. level

total

Ecological functions

9,52

80,95

90,46

Protection of forest plots and
stands
Hydrological
Biotopic
Climatic
Social functions
Protective - protection of
facilities
Hygiene-health
Defence
Recreational
Tourist
Research
Protecting the natural heritage
Protecting the cultural heritage
Aesthetic
Productive functions
Timber production
Exploiting other forest resources

8,44

5,64

14,09

0,77
0,93
0,00
5,03
2,06

18,92
89,46
0,71
94,82
1,17

19,69
90,38
0,71
99,85
3,23

0,00
0,08
0,18
0,42
0,36
2,21
0,00
0,20
87,44
85,96
0,00

1,06
0,00
1,34
1,22
0,00
97,51
4,49
2,12
6,76
5,24
19,12

1,06
0,08
1,52
1,64
0,36
99,72
4,49
2,32
94,20
91,20
19,12

Figure 8

Ecological functions in Kozjansko Regional Park
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Figure 9

Social functions in Kozjansko Regional Park

Figure 10 Productive functions in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.4

Developmental phases

The predominant forest developmental phase is the old phase (44 %), followed by the pole
phase (30 %), understory re-initiation phase (15 %), juvenile phase (6 %) and selection phase
(4 %). Shares of the other developmental phases are lower than 1 %.
Table 3

Share of forest developmental phases

Developmental phases

share (%)

Juvenile phase

6,26

Pole phase
Old phase
Undestory re-initiation phase
Two-layered phase
Selection phase
Coppice
Shrub forest
Pioneer forest with shrubs

29,59
43,53
14,81
0,02
4,33
0,76
0,47
0,23

Total

100,00

Figure 11 Forest developmental phases in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.5

Growing stock

Kozjansko Regional Park is covered mostly with deciduous trees, which average growing
stock is 261 m3/ha. The average growing stock of coniferous trees is 24 m3/ha. Average
growing stock of forests is 284 m3/ha
Table 4

Absolute and average growing stock of forests in Kozjansko Regional Park
m3

m3/ha

Growing stock of coniferous trees

216.158

23,5

Growing stock of deciduous trees
Growing stock -total

2.397.139
2.613.297

260,6
284,1

Figure 12 Growing stock of forests in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.6

Increment

Average annual increment of coniferous trees in Kozjansko Regional Park is 0,8 m3/ha, of
deciduous trees 7,4 m3/ha and total 8,23 m3/ha.
Table 5

Absolute and average increment of forests in Kozjansko Regional Park
m3

m3/ha

Increment of coniferous trees

7.309

0,8

Increment of deciduous trees
Increment of forest - total

68.453
75.762

7,8
8,2

Figure 13 Increment of forests in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.7

Possible 10-year felling

Average possible 10-year felling in forest of Kozjansko Regional Park is 62,5 m3/ha, in
coniferous forest 5,0 m3/ha and in deciduous forests 57,4 m3/ha.
Table 6
Possible 10-year felling (absolute and average) in forests of Kozjansko
Regional Park
m3

m3/ha

possible 10-year felling of coniferous trees

46.156

5,0

possible 10-year felling of deciduous trees
possible 10-year felling - total

528.470 57,4
574.627 62,5

Figure 14 Possible 10-year felling in forests of Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.8

Management intensity

In Kozjansko Regional Park forests with medium management intensity (43 %) prevail,
followed by forests with great management intensity (38 %). One tenth represent forests with
very great management intensity and 9 % forests with small management intensity. There
are only 0,3 % of forests without any measures planned.
Table 7
Park

Share of forests with different management intensity in Kozjansko Regional

Forest management intensity

% surface

Without planned measures

0,29

Small intensity
Medium intensity
Great intensity
Very great intensity

8,60
43,19
37,70
10,21

Total

100,00

Figure 15 Forests with different management intensity in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.9

Skidding distance

Half of forests in Kozjansko Regional Park have a skidding distance between 201 and 400 m,
followed by forests with a skidding distance less than 200 m (one fourth), forests with a
skidding distance between 401 and 600 m (17 %) and forests with a skidding distance above
600 m (8 %).
Table 8

Share of forests by skidding distance classes in Kozjansko Regional Park

Skidding distance

% surface

0-200

24,85

201-400
401-600
600 <

50,03
17,02
8,11

total

100,00

Figure 16 Forests by skidding distance classes in Kozjansko Regional Park
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2.1.10 Woody biomass potential from forests
It was calculated from the forest management plans databases that for the next 10 years the
possible felling is 574.626.99 m3. Not all wood is available and not all can be used for woody
biomass. The potential s had to be recalculated. We are presenting this data in a table.
Table 9

Wood biomass potential from forests in KRP
Available amount in m3

Possible felling
Wood biomass
Available wood biomass
Economical
available
wood
biomass
Available wood biomass in
practice

574.626,99
252.835,88
229.850,80
201.119,45

Reduction from possible
felling
100 %
44 %
40 %
35 %

137.910,48

24 %

We can see that only a quarter of possible felling is potentially available for woody biomass.
On the annual level these presents 13,791 m3 of wood. This is still an amount which fully
covers DHP Kozjes 1.500 m3 or 1.000m3 annual feedstock needs. From the potential felling
and actual available woody biomass (24 %) we can recalculate that only 1,5 m3 of woody
biomass per hectare can be harvested annually. To have sustainable BSC we have to activate
666 of hectares of forests or approximately 100 small scale forest owners.
2.2 Harvesting
Forests in KRP have a significant potential to support the existing and also a new BSC. There
is no need to import woody biomass from other areas. But to guarantee sustainable supply of
woody biomass it is important to connect individual forest owners and involve them in a
new BSC. For this reason the establishment of a local forest owners association is needed.
After the analysis of biomass potentials and the analysis of the forest owners structure the
decision was taken to start with all activities to support the establishment of a local BSC
within the borders of KRP (less than 50 km distance). Through the project activities
(workshops and round tables) we have started to raise awareness between individuals and
institutions that can influence the establishment of a BSC. Important participants were:
 Local municipalities, specially Municipality Kozje who is supporting project activities
and investment in woody biomass district heating


Slovenian Forest Service, governmental organization responsible for forest
management supports us with data and presents our connection to the forest owners



Association of Slovenian Forest Owners Clubs, national association presenting forest
owners interests and supporting individual forest owners in networking and
establishment of new forest owners clubs. This Organization helps us to motivate
forest owners to participate in the BSC.
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According to the conditions in Kozjansko Regional Park (KRP) and mechanization available
along local forest operators we can predict that following supply chains are the most
sustainable and appropriate.

Figure 17 „Classic“ supply chain model
The model listed above (Figure 17) presents traditional forest operations where harvesting
starts in the forest when chainsaw operators fell trees. The whole tree is winched to the forest
road with a forestry tractor, followed by delimbing of whole trees and skidding of long trees.
After skidding of wood logs, the transport of logging residues follows. Logging residues are
collected on the side of the skid road and are therefore accessible to a small forwarder or an
agricultural tractor with forestry trailer. Logging residues are taken to a storage at the forest
road side and collected there and later on processed with a wood chipper.
Another supply chain is possible. It is similar to the first model, but is somehow more
technologically progressive. At the moment such technology (a harvesting processor head
for tractor) is not available in the local area, but we are predicting that in future (in the next 5
years) such technology will be available.
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Figure 18 Technological „progressive“ supply chain model
The second option (Figure 18) of technological model indicates a combination of traditional
cutting methodology with mechanized cutting methods. As we can see felling is done using
a chainsaw, after felling another operator is winching whole trees to the skid road, where a
forest tractor equipped with a harvesting processor is standing and processing the trees
(delimbing, crosscutting…). Both logs and logging residues are concentrated on the side of
the skid road and are accessible to a small forwarder or an agricultural tractor with forestry
trailer for further transport to the forest road. Logging residues are collected on side of forest
road and are ready for chipping. Chipping operation is done with a wood chipper directly
into a special hook container and transported to a storage at the district heating plant.
In case we predict to store raw material (logging residues, fire wood etc.) at the district
heating plan or storage we can propose a modified supply chain (Figure 19). We just need to
predict that transport of forest residues goes from the forest directly to the DHP and the
chipping operation is executed at the storage place. Transport of raw material from the forest
to the nearest road and then once again loading of raw material and unloading at the storage
place would be economically ineligible. When we have once unloaded raw material, we
should grind it to wood chips directly to a bulk trailer and transport the chips to the storage.
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Figure 19 Supply chain model with wood chips production at DHP yard
Traditionally in Slovenia firewood harvesting operations take place in winter or in early
spring. As it is known wood is not typically found in the oven-dry state, but it has moisture
which may vary from 15 – 60 % depending on the duration of open-air seasoning. Wood
begins to lose water from the moment the tree is cut down, therefore if we execute forest
operations early in spring there is enough time during summer to naturally dry raw material
(logs, forest residues…) and no extra cost is needed for artificial drying of wood chips. In
case we are not able to provide sufficient covered storage space for dry wood chips, different
varieties of textile covers can be found on the market, but we have to bear in mind that only
dry wood chips will give us efficient results. Therefore chipping during heating season is not
recommended.
The hree supply chains presented above, are visible in Kozje. All of them are respecting
sustainable and environmental criteria. In this phase, the phase of planning, it is hard to
predict which harvesting model will prevail. The main difference is where conversion of
wood chips will take place - at the DHP yard or at the forest road. Both of them have
advantages and disadvantages and it is also connected to the future organization of forest
owners in the BSC and the organization between wood chips suppliers, service providers
(harvesting, transport, wood chips production) and DHP as a buyer of feedstock.
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2.3 Transport
KRP is a large park. From north to south and from west to east it covers approximately 20
km in each direction. The total park area is 206 km2. The oody biomass district heating
system Kozje is situated 8 km from the parks northern point, 16 km from the parks
southernmost point, 6 km from the parks western point and 14 km from the parks
easternmost point. Any way DHP Kozje is situated inside the 50 km circle.
The heating plant is located in the industry cone of the town Kozje. Location enables
different possibilities to transport wood biomass (wood chips or round wood) on the
location. For this step in wood biomass supply chain we see the following transport
technologies following harvesting functiogram in privies steps :
a) Wood chips transport technologies
Wood chips can be transported by tractor or truck in special hook lift containers, farm tractor
trailers, tipping trailers and special truck or tractor wood chip trailers.

Figure 20 Wood chips transport with farmer tipping trailer
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Figure 21 Wood chips transport with special hook lift container
b) Round wood transport technologies
Round wood can be transported with tractor forestry trailers or with different truck
compositions. Round wood can be stored at the DHP yard where the processing of the wood
chips production can take place.

Figure 22 Transport of wood logs on forest trailer
According to our study the most visible options for wood chips transport in KRP are:
 Transport of wood chips on DHP with tipping tractor trailers


Transport of woody biomass (residues and log wood) with tractors and forest trailers
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These two systems can also be economically efficient as transport distances are quite short
and some forests are hard to reach by truck. If the transport service providers are going to
come from the newly established forest owners association is not known yet in this phase.
But another option is that transport of wood chips or wood biomass can be done by DHP
owner as he has also invested in a tractor. The final decision on transport means will be
taken when the whole production chain is defined. Eventually the storage options will define
the transport means.

2.4 Storage
The district heating system has two storage places for wood chips. The first storage place has
a capacity of 500 m3. This storage is connected with the boiler feeding system. Capacity of
this storage place presents 1/6 of the annual boiler consumption. Next to the first storage
place there is a second bigger storage with a capacity of 1.500 m3. Depending on the
transport part of the chain, wood chips can be directly loaded in storage one or two.
Storage for solid material (round wood) can be placed on the plant yard where there is 1.500
m2 of ground available for storage of all needed woody biomass for this DHP. It is
recommended that stored wood is covered with protecting material against rain or snow.
The second option for storage is to store wood chips or woody biomass in forests by the road
side or in other smaller dislocated storage places. We think that this is not the most
convenient solution but can be used as part-time solution.
The existing storage space at DHP has one big disadvantage – it is without bridge weight.
Bridge weight is an important element of biomass trade. –It is especially useful if feedstock is
bought from different sellers. A transparent system how to arrange price and quantity of
woody biomass will have to be developed in the future.
2.5 Conversion
The woody biomass district heating Kozje runs on wood chips which is the most common
woody biomass fuel in larger individual or district heating systems in Slovenia. The wood
chips market has been developing rapidly during the last five years. Fostering factors are
increased price of fossil fuels, investment subsidies in wood heating systems and in wood
biomass production technologies and also awareness raising projects with their events and
literature.
Beside domestic wood chips production Slovenia is also confronted with import of woody
biomass from South Eastern European countries, mainly Croatia and Bosnia. Wood chips
currently used in DHS Kozje are imported from the neighbouring country of Croatia (KRP is
on the border with Croatia).
In the survey made in 2012 (in the frame of the Biomasstradecentre II project) the Slovenian
Forestry Institute identified 120 wood chippers in Slovenia. The area of KRP and its
surrounding is not so developed and has a rather small number of wood chips producers.
We found three wood chip producers in that area. Two identified wood chippers belong to
the group of high powerful wood chippers with an hourly productivity of 50 m3/hour and
one belongs to the group of medium power chippers with hourly productivity between 5 - 50
25

m3/hour. Owners of these wood chippers are also service providers included in the Catalogue
of firewood and wood chips producers prepared by the IEE project Biomassetradecentres2.
Identified wood chips producers could be directly involved in wood biomass supply chain
for Kozje district heating system.
Annual wood biomass consumption of district heating is around 3.000 bulk m3 and with a
system enlargement it is going to rise on 4.500 bulk m3 wood chips per year. This amount of
bulk wood chips presents 1.000 or 1.500 solid m3 per year. Beside the heating station there is
quite a large yard for storage of wood logs and other woody biomass material for conversion
into wood chips.
Available wood chippers in the area can cover conversion of wood chips for district heating.
It is recommended that conversion is done in dry weather condition from dry wood biomass.
Another important element is that wood chippers have to be well maintained (chippers
knives have to be sharp).

2.6 Energy production
In the last 5 years there was a significant increase in investments in new woody biomass
heating systems in Slovenia. The majority of these woody biomass systems are fire wood
boilers, followed byn pellet boilers and last wood chips boilers. Individual households or
companies can get subsidies at ECO Fund funds to lower investment in modern
technologies. On the territory of KRP there were almost 40 investments in new woody
biomass heating systems, a majority of these was in new fire wood boilers for private
households.
Together with investments in individual heating systems there were more than 30 woody
biomass district heating systems in Slovenia built in the last 5 years. But the first one in KRP
was built this year.
The majority of district heating systems and individual heating systems were built after 2008
as a results of subsidy schemes, rising price of fossil fuels and strong support of different
awareness rising and know how transfer projects (also IEE projects).
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Figure 23 District heating plant Kozje, central heating station
The district heating Kozje is a new heating project in Kozje. It started operation in November
2013. It is located in the Kozje industry zone from where a district heating pipeline connects
the end users. In table 10 some data facts about the system are presented. The boiler
producer is the Slovenian domestic producer WWTerem, coming from a city 70 km from
Kozje. Technology integrated in this heating plant includes also all segments to minimum
smoke gas exhausts. The local community and the investors believe that the district heating
system is going to contribute to cleaner air, compared to the old inefficient firewood boilers
and stoves.
The boiler installed - VWTerm SRF RK 1500 - enables the use of rather fresh wood chips
(with moisture up to 45 %).
Table 10

Technical specifications

Characteristics of Boiler
Boiler output
Buffer storage tank
Wood chips storage capacity
District heating network
Annual thermal production

1,5 MW
50.000 l or 1 day autonomy
500 m3
1,5 km
2.000 MW/year
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Figure 24 Boiler for wood chips VWTerm SRF RK 1500
2.7 End-consumer
Building a district heating system is not an easy task. There are many participants involved
in the decision making process, when theinvestor is deciding to invest or not. The Slovenian
Forestry Institute had some activities in previous IEE projects (WoodheatSolutions,
Agriforenergy2) in the Municipality Kozje. During that time the investor was not the same,
but the concept of a district heating system and the interest of the municipality and other end
consumers stayed the same.
A local investor has put all previous pre-feasibility and feasibility studies into practice. The
investor established a company, signed contracts with end consumers, and got concession
from the municipality to provide heat to the town of Kozje. Additionally he got
governmental cofunding support.
The investment will be realised in 2 phases. In a first phase he has connected the district
heating system in the new part of Kozje (red zone) and in the second phase he is planning to
connect the old part of Kozje (yellow zone).
End-consumers included in the first phase, are:
 Public institutions: primary school, health care centre, kindergarten


Commercial and industrial zone: 3 buildings



Two blocks of flats



Fifteen individual houses

The planned annual consumption of heat of all users is 2 GWh/year. Benefits for the endconsumer from district heating are: guaranteed 10 % lower prices compare to heating oil,
new investments in individual heating systems (majority of existing heating systems were
old and inefficient) and lower emissions and consequently better quality of environment
where they are living.
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Figure 25 Development phases of district heating system
The investor is planning to enlarge the district heating system to the yellow zone (picture) in
the next 3 years. In that part he is planning to connect the municipality building, the post
office, and individual houses and apartments.

Figure 26 Scheme of district heating system with existing consumers
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2.8 Important aspects of supply Chain organization
Through the described BSC steps we have presented available information about Kozjansko
Regional Park, forests inside the park, woody biomass potentials, DHP Kozje and the idea of
SFI and KRP to match the supply and demand side of the local BSC. The project has been
running for 6 months. In that time we have put a lot of effort in matchmaking and awareness
raising. We have developed a concept on how to contribute to the supply of DHP Kozje with
local feedstock and local people (forest owners and service providers). The critical point is
the final motivation of local forest owners and existing wood chips producers. With stronger
links between forest owners and end users (in our case DHS Kozje) we can establish a local
BSC that will represent a good practice example for other similar conditions all over Slovenia
and beyond. Important steps and aspects for further development of BSC are:
 Continuing with awareness raising activities among target participants


Support in organisation of local forest owners association



Concrete support in the negotiation process between suppliers and end-users of
wood biomass.
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